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How to Read the Astro Calendars
Introduction
The following is an adjunct to the Antipodean Astro Calendars and serves as an aid in how to read some of the information contained in them. It will help
you to get started if you are a beginner or, if you have used the calendar before, it may illustrate something to you that you did not realise was there.
The calendars are designed for beginners and the researchers working in the field of rhythms. The colourful graphic representations help the beginner and
researcher alike whilst the amount of detail and explanations is important for the researcher to find a non simplistic path into their quest to find co-relationships
to plant rhythms and the rhythms taking place in the sky above us. Initially the fullness of the calendar can be bewildering and off putting to the beginner and
they are advised to begin with one rhythm that they connect with (eg the lunar phase cycle of New Moon to Full Moon) and become familiar with it before taking
on another rhythm. It may take years before one can grasp everything that is in the calendar and one cannot expect to understand everything in it immediately
…............. it takes inner effort and time!
The Top Bar to the calendar relates to Sun Information
Refer to the illustration on the following page
Starting at the top of the Astro Calendar page we have the year and month labelled but also a coloured horizontal bar.
The January month will always have the left side of the bar coloured reddish (denoting a 'fire' element) and the right side brownish for 'earth'. The first half
of the month finds us with the Sun in Sagittarius, a 'fire' constellation and the second half in Capricorn – 'earth'.
The Sun passes in front of 12 constellations in the course of the year, 3 of which are 'fire', 3 are 'air', 3 are 'water' and 3 'earth'. They are colour coded
accordingly. The 12 constellations referred to in the calendar are from the Sidereal Zodiac and not the Tropical Zodiac of your birth sign. There is an article on my
website ‘Tropical & Sidereal Zodiacs’ www.astro-calendar.com that discusses these two zodiacs.
Around the middle of every month you will find that the Sun progresses into a new constellation. In the example given you will find that it takes place on the
15th at 08:17.
Looking a bit more closely at the horizontal bar you will notice that it slopes upwards from left to right. This indicates that the Sun is moving northwards ie
heading in the direction of the North Pole. By common convention the top of a page represents North and the bottom South. This is the 'Rocket View' of the Sun's
movement between the hemispheres and there is a rocket symbol on the left side of the page.
However when the Sun moves northwards with bar sloping upwards (heading to mid winter) it also gets lower in the sky at midday. A person in the
Southern Hemisphere faces a dilemma here because the top of a page, besides representing North also by convention represents 'Up'! To solve this problem I have
a 'Ground View' as well (Northern Hemisphere readers do not need this ‘Ground View’ so please ignore it!). At the bottom right of the page there is an image of a
person looking up, and you will see also a symbol of the Sun with a line sloping downwards. This 'Ground View' line is a horizontal reflection of the line of the top
bar.
Look through the calendar and note how the slope of the bar changes. In July for example the slope will be opposite to that of January ie it will be sloping
downward as the Sun heads South. Look at June and December where the slope changes direction. These are the solstice points where the Sun reaches its
farthest North and farthest South, respectively. The dates and times of these solstices are given in that top section too.
When the Sun gets lower in the sky each midday this can be termed a 'Descending Sun'. When it gets higher as it moves to midsummer it is also known as
an 'Ascending Sun'. These terms can be confusing when communicating to someone in the opposite hemisphere. I prefer to use universal terms such as Sun
moving North or South instead of 'Ascending' or 'Descending'. I think it also helps us to be conscious of the phenomena and not just a label for a recipe.
When the Sun, Moon or planets are over the Southern Hemisphere their forces are stronger for those in the South. It helps us to be aware of them. They will
also rise South of East and set South of West. The Sun only rises at due East twice a year and that is at the Equinoxes – here again dates and times are given in
the top section. When these luminaries are over the Northern Hemisphere they will rise North of East and set North of West. So when we note where something is
rising we can know over which hemisphere it is.
Other information given in the top section are the dates, times and distances for perihelion and aphelion. Perihelion occurs every 1st week of January and
this is when the Earth is closest to the Sun for the year. Aphelion is when the Earth is at its farthest.
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Top Page Moon Information
Refer to the illustration on the following page
Moon High or Low
Ascension / Descension Declination Cycle – 27.32 days.
Below the top bar of the Astro Calendar on each monthly top page we have information pertaining to the Moon. The top bar containing Sun information was
covered in a previous article.
You will easily note the curves going up and down. Look below and to the right of the rocket picture. Note 3 lines crossing the page horizontally and parallel
to each other, 2 are green and one is red. They represent the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn and the Equator (red line). With a rocket's eye view we are generally
more aware that the Sun, in its annual movement, ranges between the 2 Tropics and crosses the equator at the Equinoxes. What is less well known is that the
Moon's range is similar to the Sun but 12X faster ie it does in 1 month what the Sun takes 1 year to do. The Moon spends half of each month in each hemisphere.
The Sun spends half a year in each hemisphere. I say 'similar' and intend to explain why in a later article.
When the Moon is at the bottom of the curve this represents its most southerly declination for the month. If you look for a grey square above the black curves
with the constellation symbols it will give you information about this peak southerly position for the Moon. In the example given for the 10th you will read “Peak
20S53 01:16”. This means the Moon is over the Southern Hemisphere of the Earth at a latitude of 200 53' at the 24 hour time of 01:16. (Please note: times are
Eastern Australian Time or Pacific Time and no account is taken of daylight savings in the calendar). If you are in the Southern Hemisphere this would be the Sun's
equivalent of the Summer Solstice (Winter Solstice for the north) ie it is a Lunarstice the 'midsummer' of the month! 2 weeks later on the 23rd the Moon will be at
0
its Peak North position over the latitude of 20 49' (20 degrees 49 minutes …...... minutes are subdivisions of a degree and there are 60 per degree). This is one of
the Moon's cycles and is called its declination or ascension/descension cycle and has a period of 27.32 days. This cycle is part of a greater cycle of 18.6 years which
will be covered in the later article mentioned above.
We are quite familiar with the lunar phase rhythm of Full-New-Full Moon but it is well worth getting to know some of the other lunar rhythms that have a
periodicity of around 1 month. How do we get to know and observe this declination cycle? Note where on your horizon the Sun or Moon rises and sets each day.
The Sun rises at due East only twice a year and that is at the Equinoxes. The Moon does so twice a month. When they rise at due East they will set at due West. The
little lightning symbol on the equator line denotes when the Moon crosses the equator. There are regular weather disturbances at these times and quite often, in
warmer coastal climates, sheet lightning offshore. When the Sun, Moon or planets are in the Northern Hemisphere you will see them rising in the North-East and
setting in the North-West. If you see any of these luminaries rising in the South-East or setting in the South-West you will know they are over the Southern
Hemisphere.
At the bottom right of the page (For Southern Hemisphere readers only) there is an image of a person looking up to represent the 'Ground View' as
opposed to the 'Astronaut View'. Representing altitude, from a person on the ground viewpoint, towards the top of a page would represent high. From a
rocket perspective, when you are looking over the hemispheres from above, the top of a page represents North. Consequently you will find that the Moon
curve at the bottom of the page ('Ground View') is a horizontal reflection of the curves above them ('Rocket View'). They are 2 different viewpoints and need
to be represented differently. When you are in the Southern Hemisphere with the Moon at its most southern position (bottom of upper curves) you will see the
Moon very high in the sky when it is at its mid-heaven position (halfway across the sky and equivalent to the Sun's noon position).
Every 24 hours the Moon travels across the skyline. It makes a transit. Halfway across the sky she is at her highest point for that 24 hour period. She is
crossing the meridian. Observing the Moon at her mid-sky position from day to day you will notice that for a fortnight the Moon climbs higher and higher reaching
a peak and then gets lower and lower for a fortnight. This corresponds to the Moon Curve going up and down in the calendar. When the Moon is travelling high*
you can also notice that the Moon will rise in the South of East and set South of West. The higher the transit the more in a southerly direction will be the risings
and settings. The Moon will be over the Southern Hemisphere. When the Moon is transiting low she will rise in the North of East and set North of West. The lower
the arc of travel the more northerly will be the risings and settings. The Moon will be over the Northern Hemisphere.
For the Moon to go from its peak transit height and come back to its peak height takes 27.32 days. NB. The Moon only rises due East twice a month and that
is when she crosses the equator in the Pisces and Virgo constellations. That is also when she sets due West.
*Northern Hemisphere notes. The above writing is from the perspective of an observer in the Southern Hemisphere. When the Moon is travelling high in the
South it is travelling low in the North for you. You will also need to face South to observe the transiting, rather than North.
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Moon Near or Far
Perigee/Apogee Apsidal Cycle – 27.55 days
The Moon is not always at a constant distance from the Earth. Look at the perigee and apogee events for each month and note the varying distances of the
Moon from the Earth. She gets farther away for a fortnight and then draws closer in again. With practice it is possible to discern when the Moon is getting closer
because it grows in size optically by some 10%. At the closest Perigee of the year the Moon is some 356,600km away and a fortnight later it will be around
406,500km.
Maria Thun advocated that planting seeds in the hours around a lunar perigee was not beneficial to subsequent plant growth. Maria Thun based calendars
have this period marked as a non planting time.
I am of the opinion this is true for some of the perigees but not all of them and more so in some years than in other years. This opinion comes from my
experience in observing the weather, being familiar with astronomical rhythms and realising that the weather and the plants are dancing to the same tune which
is being called by the Sun, Moon, planets and stars.
Every perigee is different, as is every full moon, as is every peak declination (ascension or descension). I have just listed 3 different lunar rhythms which take
place every month. It is important to consider them in relationship to each other.
You will find that up to twice in every year the perigee takes place within 12 hours of the full or new moon ie the perigee/apogee rhythm is in synch with the
lunar phase rhythm. This beautiful fact comes about as 14 full moon cycles takes 413.32 days and 15 perigee cycles takes 413.42 days. When this occurs you will
notice:
that it is the closest perigee of the year (proxigee) around 357,000kms;
that a fortnight before or after the proxigee is the most distant apogee around 406,600km;
that there are very high and very low tides in this period;
that there will be widespread unusual or extreme occurrences of weather (including earthquakes).
These lunar periods are known as “supermoons” a term coined by Richard Nolle and defined as “a New or Full Moon which occurs with the Moon near (within
90% of) its closest approach to Earth”. The “supermoons” are 7.5 lunar months apart, alternating between new and full moons. This is half of the 413 day cycle. Sun,
Moon and the Earth are in a straight line on these occasions (syzygy). Lunar rhythms have a correlation to rhythms in all fluids (including molten lava beneath our
tectonic plates and plant sap). The extreme weather tends to be in a period 3 days either side of the the proxigee moon.
For example, in 2014 the perigee distances ranged ranged between 356,900 at the proxigees to 369,800kms. Tidal forces are inversely proportional to the
cube of the Moon's distance and consequently there are huge differences within this range. It is well worth taking note of those perigees under 358,000kms.
In my experience of perigees prevailing climatic and weather / atmospheric conditions become exaggerated. If is tending towards wet, then it will be very wet
and if it is a hot period, then it will be very hot! If it was summer I could expect floods in the tropics but heatwaves in a temperate zone. This could be fine tuned by
consulting a synoptic weather forecast to see where the high and low pressure cells are likely to be located.
With a sense of anticipation of what could happen weatherwise in a particular month I can plan my horticultural activities. If a close perigee (under
360,000kms) is pending when my prevailing weather conditions have been warm and moist I could expect fungal activity to be rife and take prophylactic actions
accordingly. That perigee, under those conditions, would obviously have a negative effect on seed plantings. However if conditions had been very dry it could well
turn out to be a favourable time. You will find the more distant perigees are further away, time wise, from the Full and New moons, the respective lunar rhythms are
not in synch.
I am quite sure our horticultural activities and future research will be far more fruitful when we become more aware of the interplay of the various lunar
rhythms and carry out our gardening and farming, as well as designing our experiments, accordingly.
Practical Activities for the Apsidal Rhythm: When the Moon is close to the Earth (perigee) prevailing weather / atmospheric conditions become exaggerated. If is
tending towards wet, then it will be very wet and if it is a hot period, then it will be very hot! Plants such as beans, potatoes, carrots, radish and rye planted at the
time of perigee have been shown to give higher yields. At apogee with the Moon at its farthest distance from Earth, levitation forces would be at their weakest, and
gravity forces strongest. Some gardeners advocate planting potatoes around apogee. So called ‘supermoons’ occur when Perigee is within 24 hours of a Full Moon.
Expect extreme weather focal points world wide at these times.
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Common Practical Activities for the Lunar Declination Rhythm:
When the Sun, Moon or planets are over the Southern Hemisphere their forces are stronger for those plants in the South. The converse applies for those
residing in the North. A common biodynamic practice is for transplanting to be done when the Moon is travelling away from the hemisphere one is living in ie
towards a Peak in the opposite hemisphere. This is also known as the descending part of the cycle as the mid-heaven position of the Moon gets lower each
consecutive day (descends) for a 2 week period before it begins climbing in altitude again.
When the Moon is in the ascending fortnight plant vitality moves into its upper reaches - it is like a mini Spring and Summer. With a descending (going low)
Sun the Earth breathes in, and the plant's main activity withdraws into the root zones. So too with the Moon's descension, but to a lesser degree - a mini Autumn
and Winter. The ascending periods are considered favourable for grafting and the application of 501 (bio-dynamic spray), but not for pruning when open wounds
could bleed too much. In the descending period, which lasts a fortnight, the increased vitality within the soil makes it appropriate for activities like the spraying of
500 (BD spray), compost making and transplanting. It is remarkable how well plants do transplant at these times. A root growth cycle is able to commence,
enabling rapid reestablishment of the plant. Maria Thun advocated the planting of all seeds during lunar descension, whereas others might only sow root crops at
this time. Higher tides occur around the Peak Ascension and there is more rapid plant growth.
During the ASCENDING period there exists a greater emphasis on the energy flow from the centre of the Earth to the Universe periphery. This phenomenon,
observed in spring tides, has a correspondence to the strength of the sap flow in a plant that can be harnessed by the gardener.
Concentrate on aspects of gardening that enhance the energetic states of the upper reaches of the plant. A suitable time for grafting because the sap from the
rootstock can have a stronger upward flow for a better union with the scion. A good time to pick flowers and fruit because they are part of the upper reaches of the
plant. Plant seeds towards peak ascension (plant’s ‘spring tide’) for quicker germination. The overall ascending effect is greatly enhanced when the Moon is waxing
and/or around lunar perigee. You can note that there will be a correspondence to tide heights.
During the DESCENDING period the lunar energy tends to flow down from the cosmic periphery towards the centre of the Earth. These forces are now biased
to work more strongly into the lower reaches of the plant - the rhizosphere. A suitable time for transplanting, composting, re-potting and planting of legumes and
root crops. Plants connect readily to the Earth through root growth during this fortnight. Prime time for harvesting as the plant energies are more contained within
the physical plant itself. Good time for pruning or to cut lawns as the plant is less inclined to lose its life juices (sap) through bleeding. The overall descending effect
is greatly enhanced towards New Moon and lunar apogee.
Moon Light or Dark – Full or New
Phase or Synodic Cycle – 29.53 days
The Moon reflects the Sun's light towards the Earth except at New (Null) Moon when the Sun is directly behind the Moon. In the days after the Null Moon you
will notice that the Moon steadily moves away from the Sun - setting later than the Sun by some 50 minutes each day. As she moves away she obtains a different
angle to the Sun and reflects more light. The Moon is waxing – her phase increases. The waxing continues for a fortnight until the Moon is opposite the Sun and
we have the Full Moon with her face fully illuminated by the Sun. She then steadily angles back to the Sun, wanes, decreases phase.
There is a continual tussle between light / levity against darkness / gravity. Plants have been shown to have a greater metabolic activity and absorption rate
towards Full Moon and seeds germinate faster. A flush of fertility / growth forces comes to the Earth with every Full Moon. At this time only, and not all month, the
Earth is open to being fertilized through her water organisation with life forces of light . However do not plant exactly at the Full Moon as she is in the midst of
change between waxing and waning and results are unpredictable.
Practical Activities for the Phase Rhythm:
The gardener uses the period of enhanced growth forces towards Full Moon for plants that have their main development above the soil surface such as
lettuce or tomatoes. Sap flow towards the upper reaches of the plant are stronger during this waxing period. Good and rapid seed germination rates can be
expected and there is evidence to suggest that the plant will go on to maintain this rapid growth throughout its life cycle. Harvests for immediate consumption
have excellent taste but do not store well. If conditions are dry, this is a good time to water because lunar forces cannot be harnessed without a water matrix. In
excessive wet conditions take action to prevent fungal attacks. The fortnightly period prior to New Moon is generally used to plant root crops (for plants that have
their emphasis below ground), composting and for seed bed preparation.
You will find the first two rhythms in particular have a lot of horticultural practices in common and experience will unveil subtle differences.
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Moon Amidst the Stars
Zodiacal Cycle – 27.32 days
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The starry background to the Moon is constantly varying from hour to hour. The Sun, Moon and Planets travel along a 140 wide route across the sky and the
particular constellations behind this route are collectively known as the Zodiac. Every month the Moon returns to the same longitudinal Zodiac position ie she
0
completes a circuit in front of the stars. For the purposes of this calendar the Zodiac has been divided into 12 equal constellations of 30 . It is a Sidereal Zodiac and
you will find that it is different from the Tropical Zodiac that you find in most horoscope literature. For the difference between the two you may wish to read the
relevant article on my website. www.astro-calendar.com.
Practical Activities for the Zodiacal Rhythm: “As above so below”. The Moon’s travel through the Zodiac influences the plant in a 4-fold way based on the Aristotlean
4 States of Matter: EARTH (solid); WATER (liquid); AIR (gaseous); FIRE (radiant heat). The 12 constellations are in 3 sets of 4. Each element is associated with 3
constellations. You will notice that the constellations are colour coded in the calendar for ease of recognition. EARTH constellations are brown, WATER blue and so
on. When the Moon is in an EARTH sign/constellation it is said that the roots of a plant are favourably influenced; in a WATER sign - leaves; in an AIR sign - flowery
parts and in a FIRE sign - fruit and seeds. Root crops (like carrots) can be planted whenever the Moon is in Taurus, Virgo or Capricorn - EARTH constellations. Leaf
crops are influenced more greatly by the WATER constellations of Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces; flowers by the AIR of Gemini, Libra, Aquarius; and fruit or seeds by the
FIRE of Aries, Leo and Sagittarius.
Astrologers work in the same way but they generally use the Tropical Zodiac. Maria Thun was the first to advocate using the Sidereal Zodiac for this work. See
the Legend 3 Page in the centre pages of the calendar - “About the Maria Thun Method” - for further information.
Context to Working with Rhythms
As you can notice from the above, the four lunar rhythms vary from approximately 27 to 30 days in length. They are not of the same duration. As a
consequence over the course of the year they come into and out of phase with each other. When you have a Full Moon on the same day as Perigee for example you
have exceptionally strong lunar forces which manifest in very high tides, dramatic weather effects, fungal attacks and yes - there is a strong influence on the sap
dynamics of the plants. You can also notice that the Winter Full Moon is always when the Moon is running High giving you the longest Full Moon light of the year
on the shortest day. Not every Full Moon is the same by any means!!
The Sun’s rhythms are considered before the Moon’s rhythms when it comes to our horticultural activities. This has been taken for granted. We cannot ignore the
light and warmth of the Sun! # There is no set formula for planting to Lunar Rhythms. The four lunar cycles are each approximately of 1 month duration,
however none of them are exactly the same length or synchronous, which allows for ever changing relationships. One has to read into the various influences
shown on the calendar, look at the prevailing weather conditions, judge soil moisture and available personal time etc. Common sense is a primary ingredient. See
the Legends pages of the calendar for more explanations
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ELEMENTS & ETHERS
We can be familiar with density states of matter which we call solid, liquid, gaseous and
plasma. The Greeks called them Earth, Water, Air and Fire. To put it simply Earth was something
that occupied space - even ice was considered to be Earth (not Water). Water was anything that
came under fluidic laws - molten metals were Water. Gasses have very particular lawfulnesses. All
gasses for example occupy the same volume at a particular temperature and pressure (Boyle's
Law). Any physical substance in that state was called Air. Fire was the most rarified state of matter
and could permeate Earth, Water and Air. The 4 classical Greek elements Earth, Water, Air and Fire
do not contradict anything taught in Physics other that their nomenclature.
There is another dimension to the 4 elements which is their 4 superphysical aspects known as
ethers.
The Warmth ether is related to the Fire element. Fire or plasma radiates heat, is measurable,
outer in its gesture and connected to the physical world. Witnessing a new born baby brings about
an inner fire from the soul. This is the Warmth ether which can even fire up into outer heat when
we are embarrassed.
Light is another ether and has its intimately connected to gas states of matter or Air. To
appreciate a quality of Light we can observe a plant (for example dandelion-teeth of the lion)
growing in a sunny locale and compare it to one growing in the shade. The former will have many
indentations in the leaf and considerable fine hairs and a lighter green colour. The latter will be
much darker with far less form to it. Light can be seen to formative force as part of its powers.
It is interesting that in the study of chemical formulae we can note that all compounds
combine together in whole number proportions. H2O has 2 parts hydrogen combined with 1 part
of oxygen - we do not get something like H2.347O0.48! Sulphuric acid H2SO4 has 2 parts hydrogen to 1
part of sulphur and 4 parts oxygen. There is a lawfulness, a wisdom, an ordering that keeps these
proportion numbers wholesome. This is the signature of the Chemical Ether. It is also known as
the Number ether and you can see why. Another descriptive name for it is the Sound Ether. You
have to divide a monochord into whole number proportions to get pure notes. A vibrating taught
string sounds a note - the fundamental. When the same string is divided in the ratio of 2:1 and
vibrated again it sounds the same as the fundamental but at a higher pitch and this interval we
call the octave, a fifth interval is when you compare the fundamental note with a note that has the
s t r i n g
d i v i d e d
i n
t h e
ra t i o
3 : 2 .
When we come to appreciate the universal wisdom at work in our agricultural activities
involving many chemical reactions we might not be so quick in applying ‘ready mix’ bags of
fertilizer to the land. The plant kingdom is brought together under these ether super intelligent
forces and the herbs we will find will combine their various salts in wholesome ways. Biodynamic
practitioners bring specific herbs into their healing preparations that bring together, for an
example, calcium, potassium and sulphur in the wholesome way to activate harmonically
particular life processes. We have a long way to go to emulate the innate wisdom in the ordering
power of herbs.
The fourth ether is the most rarefied of the ethers and the most magically mysterious. It is the
most subtle and spiritual of the ethers and yet linked to the densest state of matter! Fire as the
most rarified element can permeate gasses, liquids and solids. The Life ether in turn is throughout
the ethers and the elements. We have evident life in the plant, animal and human kingdoms. This
is life in matter, in dense substance - yet it is invisible to our ordinary senses. We can lean to ‘see’ it
with our thinking’s eye. One way is to note what happens when say an animal dies, death being
polar to life. We see the animal no longer upright, heart, lung and a multitude of rhythms stop and
cold creeps in. In time unmistakable smells that were inside the animal start to escape, and that
particular creatures form disappears. All clues to the Life Ether. There is life throughout the
universe but life existing in something we can touch is likely to be unique to the Earth, this very
special place, the densest of planets in our solar system.

SOPHIA MONTEFIORE’S INSPIRATIONS FOR THE ZODIAC DRAWINGS
It is both wonderful and precious to imagine that preindustrial time when humans kept
company with the stars and planets each and every night, when the exquisite patterns of the
constellations across the sky were familiar and accessible to all without the distractions of
electric lights, pollution, air traffic or satellites.
The exercise of discovering the zodiac can takes us powerfully in so many directions
simultaneously as it were. We can feel drawn out of ourselves, upwards into the night sky, or
even piercing through the day sky. Inwardly we digest the influences of our specific geography
and society and link these back into the cultural experiences that we hold within our genetic
history and individual karma. Our meditations can weave amongst the spiritual influences of
the zodiac which have manifested in Nature. If we imagine looking back to Earth from the
encompassing heights of the zodiac, what new understanding of humanity pours into us?
Indigenous Cultures have oral traditions and pictorial records of the night sky constellations
whose great significance is becoming more widely acknowledged. Some of the earliest written
descriptions that led to the traditional “Greek” zodiac constellations are encountered in the
ancient Mesopotamian culture which in turn have links to the preceding Vedic wisdom (brought
to us mainly through writing from later eras). As we travel back in time through the stories and
pictures that connect humans spiritually with the stars, we feel we are glimpsing into the
mysteries of creation.
My portrait interpretations of the zodiac constellations are the fruits of an imaginative and
inner meditative process, ignited by the word pictures of a knowledgeable friend, Michaël Merle,
whose descriptions of the spiritual influences of ancient Sumerian cultures rang true to my
developing understanding. My path of exploration has taken me through a variety of ancient
landscapes and mythologies linked to Mesopotamia. The more contemporary imagery found in
the writings of Rudolf Steiner and Sergei Prokofieff created a touchstone for each fresh
perspective I discovered.
Some of my imagery is drawn from the magnificent Sumerian poem, the Epic of Gilgamesh.
The story of this great King and his friend Enkidu is written in cuneiform on clay tablets which
are variously dated between 2000-1000 BCE. The myth is interpreted by some scholars as a
journey through the zodiac. The story of Gilgamesh and Enkidu is part of an era which includes
the rise of the first cities and monumental architecture, along with developments such as
organized armies, the wheel and writing.
There is a remarkable connection between the tendencies of our own time and the
doctrines which Zarathustra gave in spiritual pictures flowing behind the veil of the world
of sense. ….. When we realise once more that the teachings of Zarathustra are the
spiritual prototypes of countless examples of physical research, then the key-note of our
present day culture will be replaced by another. (Rudolf Steiner January 19th, 1911).
Zoroastrian understanding divides the 12 zodiac signs into two sections. The left
signs are the 7 signs of the day spectrum, which are the colours we see in the rainbow.
The right signs are the 5 signs of the night, or dark spectrum, which are the colours we
see when the two extremeties of the rainbow are brought together.
ARIES
TAURUS
GEMINI
CANCER
LEO
VIRGO
LIBRA

red
orange
yellow
green
blue
indigo
violet

SCORPIO
SAGITTARIUS
CAPRICORN
AQUARIUS
PISCES

Blue Lilac
Rose Lilac
Peach Blossom
Carmine
Crimson

Sophia has postcards and posters available from her website as well as her book
“Visions of the Zodiac” - drawn from the wisdom of ancient Sumer
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Visible
Planets
Mercury

Venus

Retro 1-28

Mars
1-17th
18-31st

S

S

Jupiter
N

1-31st

Saturn
1-31st

N

Biodynamic Practices connected to Lunar, Solar and Venus Rhythms
The management of weeds and pest control can be undertaken at certain times related to the light rhythm of the Moon and the
Sun’s relationship to constellations that governed the evolution of the stages of insect development.
Plant seeds, for example are burnt (’peppered’) when the Moon is waxing and animals drenched for parasites 48 hours before the
Full Moon. Insects are categorised as to whether they are in a larval, wingless or winged stage of their development or cycle. An
animal pest preparation is undertaken when Venus is in Scorpio to inhibit with that animals fertility.

ascending

1-31st

descending

N

descending

Retro 14-31

Plants

From the information in the columns one can determine that Mercury is in Sagittarius from the 1st of the month until the 2nd when
it changes to move in front of the star constellation of Capricorn where Mercury remains for the rest of the month. The Venus column Invisible
indicates that this planet is in Capricorn until the 23rd when it moves into the Aquarius constellation.
without
Mercury and Jupiter have ‘Retro’ written which is short for ‘Retrograde Motion’. From an Earth observer’s viewpoint all the planets at
some periods each year move backwards against the star background, that is to say to the opposite direction that the Sun is moving telescope
through the Zodiac. The other planets would all have direct motion as no retrograde is indicated for them. As the constellations are Uranus
colour coded to the 4 elements Earth, Water, Air and Fire you can also discern what element the planet could be influencing. This
N
1-31st
also informs the planetary trines seen on the top page.
In Rudolf Steiner’s course for farmers he indicated that planting trees in a so-called ascending period of a planet would be of
Retro 1-18
benefit to the quality of the tree. Different trees, or perennials, come under the influence (ruled) of particular planets. Oak trees for
example are ‘ruled’ by Mars. Whether a planet is ‘ascending’ or ‘descending’ can easily be ascertained from the information given in Neptune
N
the columns. The blue arrows with ‘N’ above them indicate that the planets is moving northwards and
1-31st
P
getting lower (descending) above the horizon at its midheaven position. The red arrow with the S below
lane
tary
informs us that the relevant planet is moving southwards and getting higher in the sky. It is ascending
Tree
into a ‘planet summer’. Please note that ‘ascending’ from a southern perspective is ‘descending’ for a
Plan
Pluto
ting
northern hemispherean. For further information on planetary rulerships you could refer to my website
section under ‘Research’.
1-31st
The planets on the left side are all visible to the unaided eye ie you do not need a telescope to see
Planet ruled trees
them. The planets on the right side need powerful telescopes for viewing.
N
BD PEPPERS
Plants:
S

1-31st

descending

N

Planet Information
Monthly constellation positions

Waxing Moon

Insects:
Sun in Aquarius,
Winged insects
from 14th.

Animals:
Drench 48 hours
before Full Moon;
Venus next in
Scorpio 26 Dec
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Biodynamic
Research Links:

Weather and Music: Anyone can observe the weather and become a
researcher in this domain. You do not need to have any specialised training or
instruments. Everything has a unique natural frequency of vibration. Liquids
and gasses do resonate – they are responsive to notes played into them and
have their own latent resonance. Flying over a large body of water you can
easily observe its resonance expressed on the surface patterns. The water and
air laden atmosphere resonates. So does the magma on which the tectonic
plates float. The atmosphere's resonant patterns change with the Moon's
rhythms over an 18.6 year cycle. In addition, when planets come into specific
geometric angle relationships with each other, the atmosphere is ‘plucked’ - a
musical note is played. Within the note there are other notes ie harmonics.
When there is more than one note played by multiple aspects (ie a chord)
additional offspring notes are created. Some of the notes can be greatly
amplified. Extreme weather can occur, earthquakes can take place. Plant
metabolic activity can be accelerated into rapid development - which can also
bring about disease if growth is excessive. See the next page for musical geometric relationships.

biodynamics.com/research-portal
zenodo.org/communities/biodynamics

About the
Mar ia Thun
Method: The Root
Flower
Fruit/Seed
Leaf
Moon
Moon
r e s e a r c h e r Crops
Crops
Crops
Crops
Supports
Opposes
M a r i a T h u n (Potatoes
Planetary
Planetary
(Melons
(Lettuce
(Roses
( 192 2 - 2012 ) Parsnips) Cabbage)
Trine
Trine
Sesame)
Broccoli)
investigated
the effect of
Zodiacal constellations on plants. She advocated the planting of root crops (like
carrots) whenever the Moon was in Taurus, Virgo or Capricorn which are
considered by her to be EARTH constellations. The 4 Aristotelian elements EARTH,
WATER, AIR and FIRE are said to be stimulated when the Sun, Moon or planets are
moving through the pertinent constellation. The 12 constellations divided by 4
elements gives 3 constellations for each element. Root crops are influenced more
greatly by the EARTH constellations of Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn; leafy crops by the
WATER constellations of Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces; flowers by the AIR of Gemini,
Libra, Aquarius; and fruit or seeds by the FIRE of Aries, Leo and Sagittarius.
Astrologers work in the same way but they generally use the Tropical Zodiac (see
Legend 1). Maria Thun's opinion was that when a seed is planted when the Moon
is in front of the relevant constellation for a particular crop, the mature plant will
give a greater yield and have a higher nutritional or qualitative value. However
the Moon’s influence can be overruled or supported when two planets or the Sun
are 120° apart from each other (TRINE relationship). Each element is also 120°
apart so the planets would be stimulating the same element. For example the
Moon may be in Cancer (leaf) but the Sun may be in Leo (fruit / FIRE) and 120º
apart from a planet in Sagittarius (FIRE). In this scenario, Maria suggests that the
FIRE influence would override the WATER. The planets could also be supporting
the same element as the Moon. TRINES are symbolized by a triangle with plant
part. In this calendar’s representation, if the Moon and planets differ in their
influencing a black dot is placed next to the triangle and if they are supporting
each other an asterisk is placed next to the triangle. Maria Thun's work is
explained in her book 'Working with the Land and the Constellations’. This
method, though widely used, is not advocated by all biodynamic practitioners.
Moon Rise Findings: Moon-rise has been shown to result in increased metabolic
activity in plants, algae and earthworms. Many fishermen also choose their
fishing times according to tables based on lunar and solar rhythms. My own
observations have shown a strong correlation between the resting, cud-chewing
times of cows and the Moon's position on the horizon, or at right angles to it - i.e.
at four quarters of the sky. The cows tend to lie down when one of the 4 arms of
the 'Moon cross' is close to midday. Bulls, steers and other livestock can follow a
different rhythm - dairy cows have to adapt to human set rhythms.

Hartmut Spiess’ Interesting Observations: The researcher, Dr Hartmut Spiess
(Institute for Biodynamic Research, Germany) spent many years investigating
Maria Thun's work hoping to provide endorsements. He could not support her
findings but did find various correspondences to lunar rhythms. What I find
interesting in the Spiess research is that wherever I would predict the greatest
chance of rainfall is where he finds the planting time that gives the greatest
yields. I feel that this is of paramount importance and makes sense if we
appreciate that the plant growth and the liquid cycles are an expression of the
same rhythms. I have summarized the Spiess work in the table below.
Crop/Moon

Full Moon

Increased Yields:

Moon Phase

New Moon 1st Quarter

Bean Leaves
Bean Pods
Carrots
Potatoes
Radish
Rye

Moon Phase
3rd Quarter

Peak South Peak North Ascending Descending

Perigee

Apogee

Constellation
of the
Sidereal Zodiac

Virgo*

Decreased Yields:

* Note that these researches were done in the Northern Hemisphere where Virgo
is a descending constellation. They only indicate quantitative effects. Qualitative
effects were not sought and will be hard to objectively discern.
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Ernst Zürcher Moon / Timber Research: The German researcher Dr Ernst Zürcher
has conducted extensive research into the effect of the Moon on timber quality.
The later research findings done in the tropics reinforces the importance of near
Full, Perigee and Peak Ascension Moons in plant growth. Summaries of research
pertaining to planting calendars and references can be found on the astrocalendar.com website.
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12 is the number of the Zodiac; 5 is the number of Man
The measurement of the circumference of the Earth -Adam Kadmon - was the
instrument on which God was playing the world into existence.
Dennis Klocek
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@calendar_cosmoir
In my 2013 Antipodean Astro Calendar I wrote - “Mars transits across Western Australia this month and I wonder if wine connoisseurs can discern a different
taste with their finely discerning palates. I feel certain that in the future there will be a new concept in wines. We already have ‘terroir’ where wines can reflect their
geographic, climate soil characteristics but perhaps will have ‘cosmoir’ too where the vintage reflects what is going on above a region. Mars will only spend 1 month
over Western Australia in 2013 but in the 2011/12 growing season Mars was going direct, retrograde and direct again over Western Australia and consequently was there
for most of the grape season. I feel quite sure there are vintage nuances when Mars, Jupiter or Saturn have their retrograde movements over a particular region.
This year none of these three outer planets are retrograding over a southern hemisphere wine region.”
In the long range weather forecasting I used to do I mapped where the planets were over the Earth and knew that they had an influence on the weather. I
reasoned that vintners with their finely tuned palates, and the help of knowing where the planets were, vintners could learn to discern and harness particular qualities
coming through the planets for their vintages.
In 2014 I wrote - “Mars is retrograding over eastern Australia. What ‘cosmoir’ will enter this year’s regional grape vintage to add to the ‘terroir’!? Perhaps ‘cosmoir’
might become a new term to be coined for future usage!?”
As far as I know, nobody has taken up this research - it will come someday!

Definitions for cosmoir:
Expressing cosmic flavours into land, plants, animals, souls and spirits
Guiding elements through an awareness of planetary interrelationships and their positions among the stars that are projected over a particular locale on the
earth
NB The map showing the Moon’s positions on the top page for each month of the Antipodean Astro Calendar can be applied for the planets as well.
Map Geodetic Projection:The Moon’s path is layered over a world map in such a way that 0° Aries (which is the beginning of the sky map) is 23° west from Greenwich
(beginning of our Earth map and 0° longitude). Over time the sky has precessed 23° such that 0° Aries now lines up over Iceland.
Astrometeorologists use sky onto earth projections like this to help determine where a weather event might take place. In this
projection from the top pages of each month, when the Moon is travelling through Virgo it will be over the same longitudes as
central Australia. One might find, for example, that whenever the Moon is over your locale a stationary high pressure system
(blocking high) is moved on. The Moon’s latitude can also be determined from the map on the monthly calendar page.
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Multiple Aspects. When I note that 2 or 3 major planetary aspects
(conjunctions/Squares/Oppositions) are going to take place in a very short
interval of time(usually within 24 hours) I know that this is a weather warning.
Planetary aspects happen on a regular basis but concurrent multiple aspects are
not so common. For what effect and where we need to check where the high and
low pressure cells are. In addition we need to see what planets, what characters
are involved. Mercury can speed things along and has an association with heat.
Mars brings about very strong action. Venus with strong winds and Saturn can
bring in harsh cold.
Comment. I have already said that planets can override the lunar effect
on our regular weather. Planetary aspects can be related to music. When a note is
played you have a single tone. When 3 notes are played together you have a
chord which is far more powerful and the quality of the chord depends on which
notes are involved and of course how they are played. I have placed a musicplanet aspect correspondence chart at the end of the ‘Extreme Weather’ pdf.

Weather Warnings
As mentioned in the previous page I used to do long range weather
forecasting with synoptic weather map of Australia for every day of the year
published 1 year ahead. The 2 x 18.6 year rhythm of the Moon was the underlying
matrix for the forecasting in conjunction with historical maps from the Australian
Bureau Of Meteorology (BOM) but planetary aspects could override or modify the
influence of the Moon.
I also did some research into extreme weather and there is a free 2015 pdf
on my website www.astro-calendar.com. The pdf was material for a Powerpoint
presentation I made. From the side menu on the website go to ‘RESEARCH” and
then ‘Extreme Weather’.
Even though I do not do the long range forecast any more the calendar
still has some weather warnings.
On the bottom page of each month there is a section headed ‘EVENTS’
and you will see some events listed in red. These are times to look out for and
basically they are weather warnings even though I might not have given a
warning in the commentaries section.
So what sort of events do I mark in red?

Weather Geometry and Music
The events column in the calendar lists things like Sun square Jupiter and Mars
opposite Saturn. They are known as planetary aspects which are geometric
0
relationships. If you take the Zodiac as a circle of 360 then Sun square Jupiter, in
0
that scenario, means the Sun is 90 away from Jupiter in the surrounding
0
heavens. Mars opposite Saturn means they are 180 apart, they are opposite each
other. When Mars is rising Saturn would be setting for example.

Supermoons. They occur every year and I mark the closest/strongess for
the year. Basically a supermoon is when the Full or New Moon is within 24hours
of Perigee Moon. What you will find is that weather effects are intensified and
the synoptic chart of the high and low pressures will give you an idea of what
effect and where. One area can have a heat wave while another is flooding and
yet another will have extreme winds.

Geometry and Music are intimately related. The 6th century BC Greek initiate
sage Pythagoras is reputed to be able to hear/experience “The Music of the
Spheres” and is well known for his studies with the monochord (sonometer). The
monochord helps you to experience how musical intervals are related to whole
number ratios of tensioned string lengths.

Eclipses. Every 6 months we have an eclipse season and in an eclipse
season you have 2 eclipses (solar and lunar) a fortnight apart and sometimes 3.
The weather is not necessarily extreme in these periods but they can have an
‘unusualness’ about them.

The polymath Johannes Kepler (1571-1630) took the thought of music on a
straight line stringed instrument and applied it to ratios of an angle in a circle to

Equator Crossings. I find these too have an effect on the weather. Again
equator crossings take place on a regular basis throughout the year but when the
Sun, Moon or planets are crossing within 24 hours of each other effects can be
quite dramatic or even extreme. When the ocean temperatures are warm enough
a cyclone can be triggered. When slow moving planets are involved and
retrograding they can be sitting on the equator for a long period. The very
extreme weather in eastern Australia in 2010-11 was such an occasion and this
was followed by earthquakes in Christchurch and Japan. Saturn, Jupiter and
Uranus hovering around the equator were key players.

the whole circle (3600) itself, the Zodiac and applied to his horoscopes and
weather forecasting research. Elaborated next page
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Cow Cudding Times

MOON & HORIZON

TRIALING WORK IN PROGRESS.
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Virtually every consecutive day the cow lies down to chew its cud at a different time of day. Notice that they lie down to rest a bit later each day until it gets to
mid afternoon before they start cudding. (represented by the brown cow in the Astro Calendar). Then they switch to resting at mid morning and cud approximately
50 minutes later on consecutive days. There is a pattern to this.
I have been aware of the cow's connection to lunar rhythms since 1990 and over that period have intermittently taken records of when cows are lying down and
chewing their cuds. For most of that time I have not had cows of my own to observe and so my records are sparse. Nonetheless I have enough data to confidently say
that a cow's rhythm of resting strongly correlates to the 4 key horizon aspects of the Moon. I set out a general rule on the next page but am also well aware that
some refinements could be added to the fundamental rhythm. I encourage others to take up this research.
The rhythm is primarily a synthesis of aspects of lunar and solar rhythms. There are 4 key aspects in any solar, lunar or planetary day. They relate to the local
horizon and are approximately 90 degrees apart. These 4 aspects are when the sun/moon, planet is:1) RISING,
2) CULMINATING HIGH (directly overhead - midheaven or MC),
2) SETTING
4) CULMINATING LOW (directly underfoot - lowest point below the horizon or IC).
For the Sun these 4 aspects are called:-Sunrise, Midday, Sunset, Midnight.
Each aspect has a unique quality to it. We all know how special Sunrise is and have experienced the 'flatness' of midday. Can we become aware of the qualities of
Moonrise and the Moon-mid"day"?
The 4 aspects of the Moon could be joined together to form the arms of a cross. Picture a lunar clock with 4 hands approximately 90 degrees apart.
4 times a day, when the Moon arrives at these key positions I imagine a distinct tone sounding through Nature.
The closest of the 4 lunar arms to midday (Sun key aspect) is when the cows are inclined to chew their cuds.
Example 1:- the Moon is setting at 11:10 and at IC at 17:04.
Midday is between these two times but closer to Moonset.
The cows will go down around 11:10.
Example 2:- the Moon is culminating at 8:25 and rising at 14:20.
Midday is between these two times but closer to the Moon rising.
The cows will go down around 14:20.
Cud(ding) means cows are actively chewing their cud and usually lying down for 1 to 2 hours. Times given are mid-period.
The rows in the table on the above page conform to the 4 wavey rows in the Antipodean Calendars.
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General Rule for Cow Cudding Times
3 days either side of New(No) Moon
3 days either side of Full Moon
3 days either side of Waxing Half Moon
3 days either side of Waning Half Moon

Cows cud when the Moon is at the overhead aspect
Cows cud when the Moon is at the underfoot aspect
Cows cud when the Moon is at the rising aspect
Cows cud when the Moon is at the setting aspect

Transition times (represented by the outlined cow in the Astro Calendar) are when the cows are switching from an afternoon to a morning resting period in
response to these sol-lunar rhythms. They could be resting and chewing their cud in the morning, afternoon or even both. The changeover time is not clear. Times are
generally between 9am and 3pm and can be later in the summer and around Full Moon.
When the key aspects start to synchronise with the lunar perigee/apogee rhythm then we can have 4 days either side of an aspect and only 2 days either side of
an adjacent aspect.
Cows are very strongly connected to lunar rhythms. Bulls and steers are not so strongly connected unless they are running with the herd (with mature cows).
Dairy cows having additional rhythms imposed upon them by milking times and so they will not strictly adhere to the times given above. Pet cows are influenced by
human rhythms, which can override lunar rhythms. New stock to the property take a few days to become sensitised ("tune in"). I suspect dehorned cattle would be less
sensitive to these rhythms but I cannot say that categorically.
Actively working with these rhythms changes our management practices and reduces animal stress e.g. not moving stock at a cudding time and if they are not
resting and cudding at the normal time then it could be an indication that their feed is too poor.
Not all animals are connected to lunar rhythms. Some are associated with Mars, others to Jupiter and so on. All are influenced by the Sun as well. Marine
organism are even more strongly connected to lunar rhythms than cows.
Observations: When driving around a district at cudding times you can easily notice which stock are stressed by whether they are still grazing when other cows are
lying down chewing their cuds. Even dairy cows having to live with milking time rhythms still manage to fit in as best they can these cudding times.
In these times of stock stress management it does not make any sense to move cattle when it is their cudding time!
NB I have not managed to investigate what happens at night. However around clear night Full Moons there is a tendency for the cows to get up late in the morning
after prolonged night grazing.These findings have not been cceonfirmed by other research as far as I am aware.
Fish are said to feed (and therefore inclined to take bait) when the Moon is at one of these key quarter positions of RISING, OVERHEAD (MC), SETTING and
UNDERFOOT (IC), especially when they coincide with dawn or dusk (New and Full Moons). Apparently some fisherman take advantage of fish feeding 2 hours before
Moonrise and 1 hour after Moonset. I am not a fisherman.
NB. Stress, Strong weather conditions can also change the rhythm as can planetary aspects.
Calendar Usage Notes
No adjustment has been made for Daylight Saving.
Sunrise or Moonrise or Marsrise will be at the same time for any observer at the same LATITUDE and ALTITUDE (prominences such as hills and buildings to the
east - will of course make a difference).
The Antipodean Astro Calendar rise/set times were based on 34 degrees south (Sydney, Australia).
If your latitude is very different to Sydney latitudes then so will the rising times differ from those given in the calendars.
***** AS WILL THE COW CUDDING TIMES AS I HAVE FORECAST THEM BASED ON SYDNEY”S LATITUDE *****
All other times in the calendar will need changing unless you are on Australian Eastern Standard or Pacific times as they are not based on the Earth's horizon but on
aspects to the Sun or stars. If you would like the Sun or Moon rise/set for your locale they can be obtained from:- timeanddate.com
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MID-MONTH SKY VIEW
This next chart, in conjunction with the planet columns is another aid to get to
know the wonders of the night sky. We all have a yearning to reconnect to the
heavens consciously or unconsciously.
The red figure in the middle is the observer standing on Earth - this is a
Geocentric Perspective. The planets and zodiacal constellations are rising easterly
and setting westerly.
Every night and every hour the sky is different but if you go out and observe
the sky at approximately the same time (8pm in this example) you will see a
similar picture over the course of a month. The Moon however is not so
constrained and its rapid movement is charted on the top page map for each
month.
0
The planets travel along a band some 14 wide. The constellations along this
band are known as the Sidereal Zodiac. The centre line around this band is the
ecliptic - the Sun’s course through the year. The rising compass positions of the
planets, along with the zodiacal constellations move between North East and
South East and back again in a scissoring motion. Settings are between North
West and South West.
There is another ‘band’ which is beautiful to behold on a dark night in
unpolluted sky and with a lot more obvious form to it - the Milky Way our Galactic
0
Plane .This plane is inclined at a 62 angle to the Zodiac Plane.
The Milky Way rises easterly and sets westerly too and, depending on your
latitude, at some time in the 24 hour period can touch every point on your
horizon. It is all encompassing and not limited as is the Zodiac which cannot
touch the northern and southern parts of our horizon. Her dance is a delight.......
more freely available on my website www.astro-calendar.com. Working with
Cosmic Rhythms is a continual work in progress for us all.

8pm on 15th of January
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seen from above

Tips & Bobs

501 - Horn Silica Spray
With any frost there is a strong cystalline quality of light (and with it subtle
warmth) working into the earth, into the root zone of your plants in particular.
Drought does something very similar. 501 works with this universal principle. As
to when that works upwards into the fruits and oils will vary with the plant and
the season. As a general rule for example; the harder the winter frosts the
sweeter the pasture and the fruits the following season. Flavours and aromas
are qualitative factors expressed through the oils, but brought in by the moon
from the outer planets. So if Mars, Jupiter and Saturn have been well aspected or
retrograding beforehand that will lift the oil quality, the 'vintage' of the year.

Calendar Trines
By the Maria Thun method there are 2 influences and the second overides the
first:
1 By the Moon in fire sign it is a fruit/seed day
2 2 planets in a trine relationship in Earth signs makes it a root influence
When there is an asterisk next to the triangle in he calendar, that would indicate
that the moon and the planets are both influencing the same part of the plant.
When there is a dot next to the triangle that indicates that the moon and the
planets are imparting different influences to the plant.

t is in a different constellation every month.
The Sun is in a different constellation each month.
Sometimes it is closer to summer and sometimes to winter.
Sometimes it is closer to the southern hemisphere and sometimes to the
northern hemisphere - as is the Sun.
Sometimes it is closer to perigee and sometimes to apogee.
It could also be in an Earth, Water, Air or Fire constellation.

Transplanting versus Planting
I differentiate planting of the seed from transplanting seedlings.
For transplanting in the southern hemisphere I try to catch the moon when it is
heading north (descending). For the northern hemispherean it would be the
opposite, the Moon would be heading south. If I can catch the moon descending
+ waning (going towards new moon) so much the better. It gets trickier to catch
both of these rhythms together in summer as they go out of phase with each
other at this time (in phase over winter).

It is my opinion that in considering lunar forces we cannot afford to take a
simplistic approach in trying to understand them and how we might apply that
understanding to agricultural practices. We need to strive to see the whole
rather than a single component or rhythm.

Equator vs Ecliptic
Peak South is the Moon or planetary movement relative to the Earth's equator

This can prove to be difficult for those not familiar with cosmic rhythms and so I
began providing my overall pictures of monthly contraction and expansion
periods.

A node crossing is relative to the Sun's path as seen from Earth (ecliptic)
The ecliptic is inclined 23.5 degrees to the equator

They are suggestions only and my preference is for people to develop their own
wholistic pictures and take into account prevailing weather and soil conditions.

Perennials
1. Pick a time when the Moon is going from peak south to peak north ie getting
lower in the sky - descending is a term used.
2. For perennials as opposed to annuals the planets become more important.

Occultations are similar to eclipses and occur when a planet is blocked from
view by the Sun, Moon or a planet. More details are available on my website.

Waxing and Ascending
The 2 rhythms you mention come in and out of phase with each other over the
course of a year.
You will find that as we get closer to winter they will come into synch and
towards mid summer they will be completely out of synch and even opposite.
So yes it is great when we can get both running together - its becomes
increasingly easier as we head to winter. In autumn and spring you can still find
periods of the month when you can catch both together.
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Biodynamic Practice of ‘Peppers’
This is a practice whereby plant, insect or animal species that are problematic for an agricultural practice have their fertility countered by burning them at specific
times. Farmers have not always got consistent results with their peppers and I do not think anyone has witnessed anything like the effect the Kolisko peppers had!
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Kolisko Pepper Experiment - November 21st 1926
Back in the 1990s I revisited the Kolisko's experiment with mice peppers and researched planetary events around the
timing of the experiment .The place was the Biological Institute of the Goetheanum in Stuttgart.
The Drs Eugene and Lilly Kolisko's observations of mice extraordinary behaviour were done in 1926 when Venus was in
Scorpio (both tropically and sidereally!) and at superior conjunction. Quoting their book "Agriculture of Tomorrow” 2nd
edition ISBN 906492 44 0:“The day of the constellation came, the exact hour for the experiment was fixed for four o'clock in the afternoon.
We examined the mice every other hour, and found everything in complete order. At two o'clock in the afternoon we
examined them for the last time, when feeding them. Some minutes before four o'clock we entered the room again and
had a real shock. In each of the cages one mouse was killed. The female Mouse had killed the male. In all the cages
there was the same ghastly spectacle. The killing was done so, that the female mouse had bitten through the throat of
the male, then opened the skull and begun to eat the brain. Some mice must have started earlier or worked more
quickly, because we found different stages of this terrible process. In a few cages the female mouse was sitting quietly
beside the 'victim, looking innocent, as if everything was all right. Some mice had apparently first eaten the brain, and
then started to eat the other inner organs, beginning with the lungs and working downwards to liver and kidneys.
Some stopped after having eaten the brain they had bitten off the four paws and placed them symmetrically in a
square in the sawdust.”
An exact alignment took place when the Koliskos did their mice pepper experiment in 1926. This has not occurred
again since and will not happen until 2190!
NB 5 consecutive Venus conjunctions with the Sun scribe the pentagon over 8 years. Pentagon takes 264 years to rotate.

Kolisko Pepper Experiment Revisited My later investigation into this experiment builds on my research discoveries through projecting a map of the heavens onto the
Earth and noting the effects of triple conjunctions.
I revisited this experiment in 2012 and made some further discoveries. On the map for the 21st November 1926 @ 12:35 pm Universal Time, the time of the
Venus superior conjunction in Scorpio, you will see a vertical line where Taurus begins between the symbols for Taurus. East of that line for the next 300 will come
under Taurus. NB. The book states that the experiment was planned for 4 pm but later states: “the planet Venus came to the highest effectiveness earlier than we
presumed”.
To the east of the Taurus line are 3 dotted lines. These 3 lines indicate the lines longitude (meridian lines) that the Sun, Saturn and Venus are on, however
they are on the opposite side of the Earth in Scorpio and working through the Earth into this region of Europe. They also indicate that a triple conjunction took
place (the lines are on top of each other). Not only was there a Sun - Venus conjunction (superior conjunction) on the 21st November at 12:26:35 UT but on the
same day Venus was conjunct Saturn at 16:41:27 UT and Sun conjunct Saturn at 17:52:05 UT. European time would be +1 hour to UT and would not make any
difference to the Taurus longitude line position and little difference to the planetary lines.
Three conjunctions took place in a very short interval of time when the extraordinary mice behaviour was observed.
Also noteworthy is that the Sun and Mercury were square to Neptune on the previous day and that Neptune was associated with Cyclone Tracey and the
Christchurch earthquake.
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Notes For Northern Hemisphere Readers

Adjustments to Universal Time

Annual editions of the Antipodean Astro Calendar are available from my website
www.astro-calendar.com

-1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10 +11 +12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2

The Antipodean Astro Calendars are designed for the Southern
Hemisphere but can be adapted for the Northern Hemisphere if you so wish.
Essentially you would need to making adjustments for the time difference
between your location and the eastern seaboard of Australia.
The adjacent chart is an aid to do that. All the columns relate to your
longitude on the Earth and are set apart at 1 hour intervals.
If you are located on the eastern seaboard of Australia where the relevant
columns has a 0 below it no adjustments of the times given in the calendar are
necessary.
If your locale is 10 columns to the west (left) of the ‘0' bar then you need
to subtract 10 hours from the times given in the calendar.
If your locale is 2 bars to the east (right) of the ‘0' bar then you need to
add 2 hours from the times given in the calendar. The Sun rises 2 hours earlier in
New Zealand than it does in eastern Australia.

-11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10 +11 +12

Adjustments to Australian Eastern Standard Time (AEST)
Time Zones: The calendar is based on Australian Eastern Standard Time (AEST).
AEST is set on longitude 150° East and is 10 hours ahead of Greenwich Universal
Time (UT). If you are not located at AEST, use the map above to correct for your
local time. Add or subtract according to your time zone on the lower row of
numbers, and adjust for daylight-saving where and when necessary.
N.B. Rising and setting times of the Moon are governed by latitude rather than
time zones based on longitude because high and north by convention are
associated with top of the page. In the southern hemisphere when sun, moon or
planets are higher in the sky they are over the southern hemisphere latitudes.

Calendar times are based on Australian Eastern Standard Time which is +
10 hours from Universal Time (10 hours ahead of Greenwich in London indicated by the pink column).
Please note that rising and setting times of the Sun, Moon and Planets
are determined by one’s latitude. and not longitude.
The calendar’s moonrise - set times are based on Sydney's latitude which
is 33.9 degrees south.
Those particular times in the calendar can be markedly different for someone in
the northern hemisphere.

Top Page Ground View Note
The Sun Position and Moon Position curves at the bottom of the top page which
are designed for southern hemisphere users and are not necessary in the
northern hemisphere.

Another note is that the Moon Phases look different in the north
hemisphere and will be seen as a mirror image of the southern perspective.
In the south we see the New Crescent Moon as a left hand thumb and
forefinger shaped C.
In the north an observer sees a right hand thumb and forefinger shaped
D without the vertical line (ie a flipped C).

The Ground View, which is a reverse of the Sun and Moon curves at
the upper end of the page need to be ignored.
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Notes For Equatorial Readers
The Antipodean Astro Calendars are designed for the Southern Hemisphere
but can be adapted for the Equatorial regions quite readily.
Essentially you would need to making adjustments for the time
difference between your location and the eastern seaboard of Australia.
See the notes for the Northern Hemisphere on the previous page.
You are on the equator - in between hemispheres and really a combination of
the hemispheres.
Peak Ascension times are when the sun, moon or planets are directly
overhead twice a year at the equinox for the sun or when they cross the
equator for the planets. That is not the case for the southern or northern
hemisphere dwellers. The top bar of the calendar tells you when the sun
crosses the equator, the wavey curve that has the moon phases you will see 2
or sometimes 3 lightning symbols every month indicating the time the moon
crosses the equator. The events column on the bottom page for each month
informs you when planets are crossing the equator.
Peak Descension times-again at the equator you have 2 - when the sun,
moon or planets are farthest north OR farthest south.
There are many different ways of working with the calendar and I do not like
to be prescriptive as people work with it in different ways. There is no one
way.
Generally speaking many BD folk like to germinate and plant seeds leading
up to the full moon ie the week before. That is when the max growth fertility
forces are coming in if there is moisture about and optimum temperatures for
those particular seeds.
Transplanting is different to planting seeds. Generally speaking again, I
suggest you transplant when the moon is moving away from the equator
north or south ie not towards the equator.
Spray Applications - Generally speaking 500 stirring and spraying I would
look for moon going away from equator and earth (carrot symbol) or water
(leaf) signs . 501 moon going towards the equator and air (flower) or warmth
(apple) signs.
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The painting suggests something else. Behind the scenes of Natura stands the
Zodiac time piece. Within the Zodiac and effortlessly supporting its 12 foldness from
behind with one hand is Aion, a suprasensible being. Aion has one foot just
touching into Natura. Are our lives really limited between birth and death or are
they thresholds we can cross?
If we look closely at the form of the Zodiac in the painting you will notice a twist
in it. This form is called a Möbius strip, a surface with only one side and only one
boundary curve. It is different to a band in that it has a half twist in it.
This form is well worth exploring and to make it take a
strip of paper, give one end a half-twist, and then joining
the ends to form a loop. Try running your finger alone a
side and see what happens.
Professor von Möbius suggested that the shape of
space was such a form giving it no inside or outside. It is
hard to imagine that Space in its infinitude would have no end but somehow could
come back on itself. We cannot go there in our rational mind. Does Space have such
a form that seems to correspond to the infinity symbol? Could the Earth conform to
such a form and move accordingly?
A similar form can come about as the result of two interdependent circles (or
ellipses) moving. You can see and experiment with this on the following interactive
link: geogebra.org/3d/rtwvdx27.
The geogebra site shows 3 different coloured axis and a sphere. Wait a few seconds
until it fully loads, then go to the left side column and select the button (white circle)
‘B=P+Q’ Then to animate the 3D drawing to scribe a lemniscate, click on the arrow
in the ‘P’ row AND the arrow on the ‘Q’ row.
Manipulate the orientation of the axis by selecting the top of the blue axis with
your mouse and move the whole drawing to give you various perspectives of 2
points moving around the circumferences of 2 relating circles within the sphere.
‘B=P+Q’ is the resultant movement of the 2 points.
These movements could be a very simple representation of a planet (Point P)
orbiting around an apical axis (blue) whilst having some vertical and lateral
movements (Point Q).

Soul Calendar and Time
Any calendar has time as its focus and the Soul Calendar is no exception.
However the Soul Calendar looks at the many dimensions of Time. Capitlal T Time
is wonderfully mysterious. Take the phenomena of memory. We can be in the
moment and recall past events. Some people can even have flashes of past lives.
Nostradamus made many predictions of the future. Did he see the future or intuit
somehow? And then there is the very esoteric Book of Revelations by Saint John
which looks at the milleniums long journey of humanity from the past and well into
the future.
There is more to Time than meets the eye entranced by the beauteousness in
Space. Our eyes can also read into the soul when we observe how someone walks
or dresses for example. We can also sense whether someone has had a hard life or
likely to have a bright future just by observing behaviours. We have ordinary time
which we read off a clock or the movement of the Sun - a spatial time. And then
there is Time out of time which we could call Eternity or Duration where past,

If you choose to work with the 52 weekly verses of the Soul Calendar you will find
Space Time is interwoven with Eternity and the two run simultaneously with each
other. At any time in the rhythm of the year there is a correspondence to a sequence
in our journey between our death and a new birth, a fresh incarnation.

Aion (Eternity) Mosaic Glypothek Munich

present and future are all rolled into one.
Aeon is a word generally associated with very long periods of time. In
mainstream astronomy and geology it is defined as a billion years of spatial time.
If we consider that our life is limited between birth and death then that could be an
OK definition for an Aeon. But perhaps we have lost track of what Aeon or Aion
really is when the name was originally sounded.

You are not expected to believe everything I have written - they are seeds for
thought.
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Saint John mentioned in the first paragraph was able to write Revelations
because he was an initiate, a person who can have direct experiences, visions of
events in Time. We can read an interpretation of history in a book. A initiate can
read a spiritual record/book of thoughts, words, emotions and intent events
across all facets of Time that are imprinted into it. Rudolf Steiner is an initiate
and gifted the Soul Calendar to humanity. This calendar has multi
dimensionality in it. Many of the dimensions, if not all of them, also are
synchronous. A verse will have nuances of the time of the spatial year, a period
we go through between death and a new birth in Eternity, and the same Eternity
rhythm within the course of 1 spatial year - all concurrently. Such is the wise
complexity of the Human Being! Our heads are unconscious of these subtleties
but the heart knows and we can very gradually learn to develop faculties to
begin to become conscious of that which forerunning initiates can describe.
Steiner provided tools to open up these faculties in “Knowledge of Higher
Worlds” and also describes these worlds.
52 weekly verses make up the Soul Calendar. As the seasons change so do
subtle aspects of the human being. The Calendar begins on
Easter Sunday with verse 1, if you live in the Northern Hemisphere, and verse 27
if you reside in the Southern.
The verse is read and contemplated for a week. On the following Sunday
the next verse is worked with, and so on. You will find next to each verse a
lemniscate (figure 8) symbol surrounded by four numbers. The TOP number is
the primary verse for the week. You can choose to work the current week’s polar
verse as well and the BOTTOM number references it. The verses also belong in a
complementary set of four pertaining to one of the spiritual spheres (eg Mars)
which is expressed in the LEFT and RIGHT numbers. You can work with all four.
These are various ways of approaching the Soul Calendar. There are no fixed
rules or expectations. It is up to each individual to find their own way of working
with these verses.
44
Translations of these verses can be obtained from
9 35
www.calendarofthesoulcalendar.net
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Rudolf Steiner’s Calendar of the Soul
Past, present and future all in one

Nature Timeline

Shénnóng
神农

A feature of the calendar is the Nature Timeline based on a solar
rhythm of pentads (pent meaning 5). In the Chinese solar calendar, the year
begins in Spring. It is then divided into 24 solar terms and each solar term is
divided into 3 pentads (15 days)making 72 pentads a year (365 days - some
pentads are 6 days). These solar terms, with their pentads, help the farmers
connect with the subtleties of the seasons and thereby to refine their
agricultural activities. It also helps their lunisolar calendars to stay
0
synchronized with the seasons. In one pentad period the Sun moves 5 along
the ecliptic (a few around aphelion are 6 ). An observer of Nature will see
something new arising - a migratory bird arriving or a particular bush
flowering for example. The Aboriginal hunter knows it is time to hunt a
particular animal or carry out a ceremony. The farmer knows it is the right time
to plant a summer crop. Getting to know these life rhythms in the kingdoms of
nature are an important part of biodynamic work. The Chinese solar calendar
has existed for centuries.
In the Western World the study of Timelines in the nature world has
become a discipline called Phenology a scientific study of periodic biological
phenomena. Although Phenology studies the timing of an event in nature it
does not necessarily work with solar terms or pentad rhythms.
Apart from my own observations, I have gathered together what I think
are solar driven rhythms and organised records from around Australia to
incorporate the pentads to suit an Australian environment. It is a work in
progress and will still need to be refined. They really need to be done for each
region, better still each locale, but it does help us become aware of activities in
neighbouring states, and some records will be relevant across all states. Please
share some of your own records!
I give thanks to Louise Duff from the Hunter region of NSW, Ann Reeves
from Western Australia and Di Lucas from the Northern Territory for some of
their nature records.
Artistic expressions of pentads can be seen in Jo Law’s
almanac.photonicsmedia.net and taking excepts from her writings:
“:The creation of an almanac necessitates a direct and active interaction with
the material world”;
“..... almanac as an active and creative engagement with the living and nonliving worlds participating in seasonal changes. The paper (of Jane Bennett)
argues that the almanac as a medium has the potential to make perceptible
an inclusive and encompassing ecology that constitutes our multifaceted
experience of the seasons”.
From Jo’s words we can get a sense there is more to the original
pentads than meets the intellect focussed eye.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_term

Many centuries back when we did not have an intellect, the capability to
have a strong self consciousness and the ability to think logically we did not
create our thoughts and we were inspired by non physical beings.
Shennong was such a personality who received imaginative picture
wisdoms from a non physical angel like being. Shennong is said to be the father
of medicine and agriculture in the Chinese culture. You will notice that he has 2
horns on his head. It is not a literal painting representation, it is a so called
imaginative picture. Now Michelangelo’s sculpture of Moses
also has 2 horns on his head and there is much discussion
about it. For me it speaks that Moses, like Shennong, was
receptive to being inspired by the spiritual world, higher
being guides of humanity worked through them.
The solar term pentads came out of this background
and I am sure that not only is there is deep wisdom behind the rhythms but also
the sayings associated with each pentad has significance beyond an intellectual
understanding of them.
We can readily form a mental image of this pentad saying:
“The dark birds arrive (swallows)”, but how about “hawks are transformed into
doves”!? Or “ Pheasants enter the water and become monster clams”.
Something is demanded of us not to have cold and dead intellectual pictures of
events in nature but to try and imaginatively see the real Life portrayed behind
the facade of Natura. All the pentads can be seen on the next page.
Another quality that appeals to me around the solar terms and pentads
is their number associations. The solar terms are trinitarian - there are always 3
pentads for each of the 24 solar terms. 24 is the number of time with 24 hours
in the cycle of day-night. Each solar term is the hour of the year. The 24 elders in
the St John’s book of Revelations are the beings behind Time. 5 is the number of
the Human Being and there are 72 pentads where 72 is the average pulse rate
heart beat and age we live to.
If we look at this lifespan we can note that the Sun moves backwoods 10
through the Zodiac over our lifetime as we gradually move from Pisces into the
Age of Aquarius.
There is great wisdom in these solar terms!
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The Illustrated Almanac
designed by Jo Law

Downloadable from
http://almanac.photonicsmedia.net/about
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Podcast Interview
Brian Keats was interviewed by Will Bratton from the International Biodynamic
Guild on August 22nd 2021. Topic: Antipodean Astro Calendar.
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5yDAj30tAtZoxC5S0zaHVy?si=34091533fd854
87f
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/biodynamic-guild/id1574051515?uo=4
Instagram Interview
Brian Keats was interviewed by Katrina Wolff @Blue_Borage
on November 18th 2011. Topic: Antipodean Astro Calendar.
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CWY_OB6IJ6b/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
2006 Short Video Interview
by Amanda Keats
My daughter Amanda was 15 at the time (2006) and she had just got a
camera and decided to film me while I was working in a Mullumbimby garden, It
was a spontaneous act – there no preparation beforehand.
https://astro-calendar.com//EarthwormAmandafilm_2006Sep.flv
Part of my comments are not exactly correct. The ring is a mucous band
secreted by the clitellum. If the worm has previously mated (which I am sure it
had given the maturity of the band) this band will be carrying fertilized eggs.
Some Past Years Calendar Themes
Two past themes are available from my website via the “Downloads - free”
menu.
The 2019 theme was the 12 Labours of Hercules and how they relate to the 12
constellations of the Zodiac. The Labours are the trials we al undergo on the
initiation journey to become fully Human.
The 2021 theme “How Does The Earth Move”explores and conjectures the form of
the Earth’s movement through Space.
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Harvesting by the stars might be mumbo jumbo, but the fortunes of this
winemaker are rising.

The latest fruit day / root day batches, from 2020, have just been released,
and, once again, the wines from the same vines, picked just a day apart are
clearly different. And, crucially, the wine made from a blend of the two batches
labelled as the Nord shiraz is better than the sum of its parts.

Like most winemakers, Sergio Carlei is fascinated by terroir the way that the
soil, rainfall and other physical characteristics of a vineyard site produce distinct
qualities in the wine made from it.

I can now predict flavour profiles before harvest, says Carlei. To me as a
winemaker that is a very powerful tool: it helps give me blending options in the
winery, which helps with consistency and quality.

For years, Carlei has produced two single-vineyard shirazes from Heathcote
in central Victoria that are clear expressions of terroir. Nord, from the wines
planted on the deep red soils in the warmer north of the region, is fuller and
richer in style; Sud, from a cooler, granite soil site further south, is spicier and
sinewy.

Carlei isn’t the only vigneron following the calendar. One of Australia’s most
respected winemakers, Vanya Cullen in Margaret River in Western Australia, also
swears by it. We started using biodynamic calendar days in 2004, says Cullen. It
came about through observation: the wines picked on flower days were more
floral and mineral, fruit days were more powerful in expression. We have had
several examples of our customers tasting the wines and being able to pick the
day they were harvested on. Not everyone has the same experience, of course,
but it provides a wonderful connection to nature and to where and when the
wines come from.

Wine Journal Article

But Carlei is also increasingly fascinated by another aspect of terroir that is a
little more esoteric. In the early 2000s, he started following the biodynamic
system of organic farming in his vineyards. One of the more contentious aspects
of biodynamics is the practice of following lunar and planetary cycles the ideas
being that the ever-changing relationship between the moon, planets and stars
has an effect on what is happening to the earth and the plants growing in it.

After almost two decades of trials, Carlei is now convinced there is
something in it. He has even adopted a term that Keats coined to embrace not
just the sense of place aspect of terroir but also the sense of time. He is calling it
cosmoir and he is not bothered if you think its all mumbo jumbo, as long as it
sparks a conversation.

As outlined in the Biodynamic Astro Calendar, published in the NSW Hunter
Valley by Brian Keats, these cycles result in a rhythm of fruit days, root days, leaf
days and flower days, indicating when its best to time harvesting or planting
different kinds of plants.

Source: Australian Financial Review Staff Reporter, September 2022

I know, I know, it all sounds like magical thinking, but Carlei was intrigued
enough to put it to the test. So, in 2004, he selected one block of the Nord
vineyard and, rather than picking the whole block on one day, as would normally
be the case, picked alternate rows of the shiraz grapes over two days. On an
Astro calendar {fruit day, he picked one batch, and the rest 24 hours later, when
the lunar cycle had slipped into a root day (he chose these days because they fell
next to each other, minimising the time variable).
Although each batch was then processed in an identical way in the winery,
the difference between the two wines amazed him. The first was indeed fruitier,
brighter, the second earthier, more structured. So, he repeated the exercise in the
ensuing years and kept getting the same results.
I first tasted his experiments from the 2007 vintage blind, without knowing
which was fruit and which root and was equally impressed. And I saw those
differences repeatedly over subsequent years.
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